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Abuse in tarrant county. each of the 5600 pinwheels represents one abused child last year in tarrant county. >>> wow. powerful sight 
there. >>> there is a new camera at the 6th Floor Museum showing dealey plaza from the sniper's perch. it ccn be seen through 
the website earth cam. earth cam says the 6th floor museum granted it window access where lee harvey oswald fired the fatal shot 
to kill president kennedy 50 years ago. there's the shot creepy or cool. tell it to tim (214)468-7447. or go to the good day page of 
myfoxdfw.com to send an email. friday is the day for tell it to tim. >>> david ortiz and samsung almost put an end to selfies at the 
white house. >> he signed an endorsement deal, retweeted the picture. white house not amused that the president's photo was 
used for commercial purposes. the senior advisor to the president said he was only kidding with he said the picture may be the last 
selfie ever with the president. >>> i think the rule is if you get in a selfie purposely, then, you get whatever you get. we're looking at 
our temperatures today, temperatures are going to be in the 70s this afternoon. maybe low 70s fort worth, 69 over at gainesville. 
68 mckinney. going to be a sunny day maybe just a few clouds in our far eastern counties out by athens or canton. 67 there. 70 
corsicana. i guess the bigger story might be the gusty winds today. 20 to 35 miles per hour for at least from 9:00 to 3:00 after that it get 
as little better out there. unfortunately the traffic gets a little worse outtthere about this time. >> i know could we actually possibly have 
a morning where we get to 7:00 and don't have any wrecks whatsoever? no you folks in collin county, 75 central southbound, moving 
down from mckinney through allen suddenly a snag. there you go. left side of the roadway, blocked by the crash, just happened a 
couple minutes ago and the speeds passing the trouble maybe 5 to 10 miles per hour. please keep that in mind. that's a look at your 
morning commute. >>> thank you very much chip. >> acto david hasselhoff of bay watch fame selling some of his stuff. ... 
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